
AQUASTRIPE #10 

CONCENTRATED FIELD MARKING PAINT THAT CAN BE  

THINNED WITH 5 PARTS OF WATER. 
 

Designed as a super concentrate with extremely high amounts of pure prime pigment 

and acrylic latex per gallon. Even when thinned with 5 parts of water this grade of Field Marking 

Paint yields a top-quality line marking, logo striping field paint. Will not to settle during shipping, 

storage, after thinning or when in use. Eco-friendly, economical, saves on shipping costs, 

storage space and waste reduction. 

Priced by the gallon. Packaged in 1 or 5-gallon plastic buckets. 

AQUASTRIPE #10 is a proprietary, super concentrated bulk athletic field marking paint. Even 

when thinned with 5 parts of water it is designed to perform as a top quality, extremely durable 

field marking paint. Being water-based it is safe for the user and the environment. AQUASTRIPE 

#10 will not harm, kill or brown any type of natural grass. It contains no fillers or extenders to clog 

up spray machine filters or tips. It contains special additives that make it go through spray 

machines easier without undue pressure on pumps or batteries. Can be used with most air-less or 

battery-operated machines. A very popular choice for soccer associations, parks & recreation 

departments because it saves on shipping costs and is convenient to store and handle with one-

gallon containers.  Super concentrate. AQUASTRIPE #10 contains only prime pigment and 

acrylic latex. Additives to make it spray easy. 

 

 

 

 Can be thinned with up to 5 parts of water. Will not Settle during shipping, storage or 

during use. 

 When thinned with water it is designed to be very miscible. Mixes, blends with water 

without any effort. 

 Good Quality Paint with Superior Hiding, Brightness and Durability. 

 Safe for use with all air-less or battery-operated spray machines. In fact, it can help 

prolong machine life. 

 

 

 


